Lady Modiford’s &
Meavy Primary Schools
Online Learning

Date: Friday 5th February 2021
Year group: Year 1

On this power point we have outlined some daily activities using a similar
structure to that of a school day. It is really important that the children who
are coming into school on some days, continue to follow the online learning
on the days that they are at home, because we are going to be following
the same sequence of learning in school.
Each of you should have received a work pack. It will contain equipment and sound mats that your child would normally make
use of in class. There will be a book for your child to work in and the year 1s will have the printed maths sheets that they will
need for the maths lessons. We have also put in letter formation sheets and handwriting practice.
The power points will remain on the website all week, so you can access them at any time.
Within our online learning PowerPoints there will be parts where we are asking for work to be sent in (photograph/scan and
emailed to this account). It is very important that we are able to keep up with the work that the children are doing and we
really appreciate you taking the time to do this. Any photographs, work or comments that you send us will be stuck straight into
learning journeys and work books so they really will be valued. We look forward to seeing how everybody gets on.
We will be on-hand to offer support and feedback to any of you who may need it so please do let us know if there is anything
you are struggling with.

Wdf.vixentor@stcmat.org

Wdf.acorn@stcmat.org
Thank you.

wdf.beech@stcmat.org

Our learning today

Phonics: Friday Phonic Fun!
Writing: Exciting writing
Maths: Investigation
Topic – Computing – Sorting it out!
Active ideas: Cosmic yoga
Rainbow Challenges
Reflection time
Story Time

Phonics: Today we are going to play Phonic games.

Using your sound cards, can you remember all of your Phase 5 sounds?
https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/member-only/Flashcards.html
Today we are going to practise those alternative sounds.
Click on the Cheeky Chimps game. Select ea. Read each word on the
banana and decide whether it is an ea as in sea or ea as in head.

There is a new log in for home learning – username Jan21 password home
Have fun!

English: Pobble365
Have a look at this picture from Pobble 365.

What is happening here?
What can you see?
What would you like to know?
Write me a question you would
like to ask about this picture.#
If you are feeling clever, have go
at writing more than one!
Don’t forget that your writing
needs to be able to be read by
somebody else.
You need to…
Think of your sentence.
Say your sentence out loud.
Write your sentence by sounding out
each word or using your tricky words.
Make sure you leave a finger space
between each word.

Maths: Investigation –The domino pattern

Can you complete these patterns? Look
carefully to see why you think each
domino has been chosen.
You could draw the dominos on a piece of
paper or in your book.
Can you make any different patterns?

Computing: Sorting it out
Today we are going to have more fun with algorithms!
Find out more about algorithms here https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z3tbwmn/aticles/z3whpv4
When we give our computers or robots
instructions, we need to be very clear. Last
week when you moved the robot to deliver the
parcel, you had to be very clear which way to
turn because the robot only does as you have
asked. The robot doesn't think "oh no! I'm
going the wrong way" like we would.
If we want the robot to sort objects, we need to
be very clear and about what each object looks
like – think about a brush – a toothbrush and a
sweeping brush are used in very different ways.
They are both brushes but confusing them
could end badly!

Today’s activity can be found at
https://barefootgames.org/sorting?ref=
https://www.barefootcomputing.org/
When you play the game, it will ask
you for your nickname. Remember not
to use your real name. When I played, I
used the name Bob!

An active idea: Cosmic kid's yoga
Click here to choose a yoga routine with
Jamie

This week’s Rainbow Challenges:
During the week try to do each of these
challenges to get your rainbow certificate.
My Rainbow Challenges
I can explain to someone
how something works.

I can help by washing my
bike or scooter with warm
soapy water.

I can write a message to
someone.

I can make a paper boat
that floats.

I can add two numbers to
10/20 using buttons etc to
help me.
https://www.topmarks.co.
uk/addition/robotaddition

I can learn a new nursery
rhyme.

Collective Worship
It’s Friday and time to look back at the week and think about what has happened at
school and at home. We reflect on our learning and think about all that we have
achieved.

Time to reflect

What has gone well for you this week?
What are you particularly proud of?
Is there anything you can do this Friday, that
you couldn’t do last Friday?

Dear God
Thank you for everyone that helps us.
We thank you for our family and friends and for all those who help us
in so many different ways.
Please look after us and keep us safe and healthy.
Amen

Story time
Now to finish the day with a story.
Are you sitting comfortably?
www.loom.com/share/3f068821d2f74afba3247cc833e39008

You have completed today’s learning.
Well done you are a star!

Please remember to email your work to our class email address.
Wdf.acorn@stmat.org

wdf.beech@stcmat.org

Thank you

wdf.vixentor@stcmat.org

